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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STATISTICAL DATA PLANS AND PROGRAMS

The Carl D. Perkins
Congressional mandate
Statistics (NCES) to
education data.

INTRODUCTION

Act of 1984 continucd, but revised, a
for the National Center For Education
gather and report national vocational

NCES responded to this task with the DATA ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
(DOVE) plan,' which came about after the Center conferred with
Congressional staff, the vocational education community, State and
local education agencies, associations for the handicapped and
other special populations, the business community, the National
Occupational Information Coordinating Committee, policy and program
offices in the Education Department and other Federal agencies.

As staff of the Center proceeded to develop DOVE they reached
several conclusions:

(a) NCES had vocational education data in existing data sets;

(b) NCES data collection efforts include student biographical
and demographic characteristics as well as student performance
and plans which could be used to compare and contrast
vocational and non-vocational students;

(c) While tabulations, analyses and reports from Center data
displayed some VocEd information, far less was published than
could bb, primarily due to lack of centralized oversight from
a vocational education perspective;

(d) Planning for national and other data collections was
sensitive to VocEd needs and could provide expanded frameworks
for VocEd analyses;

(e) Unique VocEd data collections were costly and Inefficient
relative to consolidated data collections;

(f) Moreover, unique VocEd data collections were not required
(because the data can be achieved in other ways) and not
desirable (because vocational education data means more when
they are placed in the broadest context of education in the
United States).

The complete text of DOVE may be found in Attachment A.



These conclusions provided the foundation for the Center's
statistical data plans in response to the Perkins Act. DOVE cited
the databases - secondary and postsecondary, longitudinal and
cross-sectional - that would provide VocEd student and program
characteristics. Fur...her, DOVE outlined the current and projected
utility of NCES' collection and analysis plans. A key to the
effort, from point (f) above, was that deriving VocEd data from
overall data collections and analyses provided both the means to
gather VocEd data and also the essential context for understanding
the relationships of VocEd to all education and to non-vocational
education. Finally, as identified in DOVE, a range of data on VocEd
has been collected since the Perkins Act. However, new data plans
since Perkins and DOVE will provide more coverage of VocEd.

STATUS OF DOVE

A principal (goal of DOVE - designing a method for deriving VocEd
information from the Center's data sets and viewing VocEd in the
context of all education - has been attained. Specific elements of
DOVE that have yet to come to full fruition are related to the
analysis and dissemination of information, rather than the
implementation of data collection. For example, data have been and
will continue to be collected on job satisfaction and the training-
job relationship, but these data have.not been analyzed. The lag
time between the first phase of planning and implementation and the
second phase of analysis and dissemination has been longer than
anticipated.

Finally, projected exploratory studies on financing and surveys of
facilities have been deferred although some planning studies in
these areas were initiated. Financial information is not readily
obtainable since most State and local education agencies do not
keep expenditures by instructional program. Although States can
account for Federal funds, they do not necessarily know how much
of their own funding they spent for vocational education. For
facilities, a problem lies with the specification of what kind of
policy-relevant facilities data are desirable. Broadly speaking,
until there is some discussion, identification, and consensus on
what is significant to know about VocEd finances and facilities it
will be difficult to undertake major data collection efforts in
these areas.

The next section describes recent and anticipated
accomplishments, with a description of the data sets. That is
followed by a description of how NCES, researchers and other
Department of Education agencies have utilized these data sets to
analyze VocEd issues.
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DEFINING VocEd

The Perkins Act provides a legislative definition of vocational
education:

The term 'vocational education' means organized
educational programs which are directly related to the
preparation of individuals in paid or unpaid employment
in such fields as agriculture, business occupations,
home economics, health occupations, marketing and
distributive occupations, technical and emerging
occupations, modern industrial and agriculture arts,
and trades and industrial occupations, or for
additional preparation for a career in such fields, and
in other occupations requiring other than a
baccalaureate or advanced degree and vocational student
organization activities as an integral part of the
program; and for purposes of this paragraph, the term
'organized education program' means only (a)
instruction (including career guidance and counseling)
related to the occupation or occupations for which the
students are in training or instruction necessary for
students to benefit from such training and (b) the
acquisition (including leasing), maintenance, and
repair of instructional equipment, supplies, and
teaching aids, but the terms do not mean the
construction, acquisition, or initial equipment of
buildings, or the acquisition or rental of land.

This definition is useable to identify the categories on which
Congress has asked to be informed but does not account for the
natural diversity of State plans and programs that use varying
definitions of terms for their own management and monitoring of
VocEd programs. Since public, private-non-profit, and
private-for-profit institutions are involved, such differences
are virtually unavoidable.

Therefore, while the NCES data sets adhere to the legislative
framework and capture data in these broadly defined areas, the
data sets contain institutional, student, and course information
derived from other contexts as well.
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NCES DATA SETS WITH VocEd INFORMATION

Listed in Appendix A is a "by-acronym-and-name" brief oveLview of
NCES data sets with VocEd information. Each data set is
identified as capturing data in either the secondary or
postsecondary arena.

Appendix B provides a more detailed description of the NCES data
sets or supplements to the Center's data sets with vocational
statistics. Information about availability of publications and
public data tapes is in Appendix D. If publications are cited,
then public tapes are available. Some highlights for each set
are:

(a) High School and Beyond (cited in DOVE)

Transcript studies at the secondary and postsecondary levels
are good sources of information. The longitudinal study
known as "High School and Beyond" that began with cohorts of
seniors and sophomores in 1980, has included two transcript
studies, one in 1982 and one in 1987. Course codings,
paralleling the Perkins Act categories, have allowed for
analyses of VocEd course activity. Linkage of the
transcripts to information collected about the student in
the base year and followup data collected in subsequent
years can show vocational student characteristics,
experiences, and outcomes and do so in relation to academic
or general track students.

(b) Administrator and Teacher Survey (cited as "Consortium
surveys" in DOVE)

Although fielded in the same year as the Perkins Act, this
survey contains a VocEd questionnaire dedicated to VocEd
administrators and teachers describing vocational education
students, services and programs. It provides an historical
data base.

00 1987 High School Transcript Study (cited in DOVE)

Transcripts were collected from a sample of high school
graduates of 1987, including a sub-sample of handicapped
students. The data from the general sample have been
compared with data from transcripts of the high school class
of 1982 noted above. Comparisons are also being madd between
handicapped and non-handicapped students of the 1987 class.
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(d) National Education Longitudinal Survey, 1988. (cited in
DOVE)

This survey will provide information on VocEd students and
teachers. It will cover the critic.dI period between 8th and
12th grade where students' postsecondary planning (i.e.,
vocational and educational choices) occurs, and continue to
follow the survey group into postsecondary and employment
experiences. Xf a planned supplement is funded, Area
Vocational Schools will be surveyed in the second followup
of 12th grade students in 1992.

(e) National Longitudinal Survey, 1972. (cited in DOVE)

Students, administrators and counselors provided information
on school and student characteristics in the Center's first
longitudinal study, that began with 1972 seniors. The 1984
followup provides postsecondary transcripts, linked with the
earlier verbal and quantitative data, school experience, and
student characteristics.

(r) Schools and Staffing Surveys. (replaced 3 surveys cited
in DOVE: see appendix A)

These surveys will provide the opportunity to view
vocational and non-vocational teacher characteristics and
examine teacher supply, demand and shortages in both areas.
Subsequent surveys will allow analysis of trends of
secondary vocational teacher characteristics.

(g) Beginning Postsecondary Students. (New since DOVE)

This projected new longitudinal survey will include a cohort
of students from proprietary schools, junior colleges, and
less-than-2-year institutions as well as traditional college
and university beginning students. It will gather
information on students and institutional characteristics
and follow students over 6 years. It will allow for
comparison and contrast with non-vocational 2 and 4-year
students and institutions. (Note: This survey is
distinguished from another survey being planned, the
Baccalaureate and Beyond survey, in that Baccalaureate and
Beyond provides no data about the less-than-4-year
institutions and students).
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(h) Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (Cited in
DOVE, but also replacement for the "REGIS" survey cited in
DOVE. See appendix A)

This survey responds directly to the Perkins Act by
providing, among other critical information, enrollment and
completion data in occupationally-specific programs at
sub-baccalaureate institutions. The survey will have
biennial followups for the
occupationally specific data and can be the source for trend
data in this area. The first data tapes Cor this survey are
currently in preparation.

(1) National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (New since DOVE)

Among other student and institutional characteristics, this
triennial survey will provide a view of vocational And
non-vocational student patterns of educational funding, rs
well as student profiles. Plans are in place for an
extensive analysis of students in private-for-profit
institutions. This survey, like IPEDS, can be a source for
trend data on vocational students.

0) National Survey of Postsecondary Faculty (not cited in
DOVE)

A survey of institutions, department chairpersons, and
faculty including 2-year public and private schools.
Comparative characteristics of vocational and non-vocational
faculty will be available.

(k) Fast Response Survey System for National Assessment of
Vocational Education (Not cited in DOVE)

This one-time data-collection was utilized by the National
Assessment of Vocational Education. It provided the base
data for examining the pattern of Perkins funds allocation
by the states.
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Appendix C frames the NCES data effort by categories of
educational information (e.g., institutions, enrollment,
teachers). The various data collection efforts may have some
overlap in information but that can be useful for examining
context and for verification.

For example, student outcomes and characteristics can be
described from 4 different data sets. Nevertheless, each set
provides unique facets to the aggregate description of students.

UTILIZATION OF NCE9 DATA SETS FOR VocEd

Appendices D and E are linked together to describe the
publications, current and projected, that have been generated
from the NCES data sets. This listing is meant to be broadly
representative, but it is not exhaustive.

Appendix D contains a cross-reference for current NCES
publications only keyed to the data sets. Additionally, each data
set has an NCES person to contact if more information about the
data set is desired.

Appendix E contains the publications list in the following
categories:

NCES Tabulation Reports
NCES Descriptive Reports
NCES Analytical Reports
NCES Publications Expected in 1989
A Sampling co! current non-NCES Publications
A Sampling of projected non-NCES Publications
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SUMMARY

The DOVE plan has provided NCES with the framework on which a
viable data collection and dissemination program is being

constructed for VocEd. Of particular note is the value of the
transcript studies, which have provided a summary of secondary
school student participation in VocEd courses. As the foregoing

pages have indicated, several new data collection activities have

been initiated since the plan 'was prepared that will complement
the data described in the original DOVE plan.

Currently, NCES is initiating a contract to analyze further some
of the available VocEd data. This contract will allow NCES, in
cooperation with other VocEd researchers and agencies, to examine
alternative paths that can aid in building a comprehensive
picture of the status of VocEd.
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APPENDIX A.

ELSEC

ACRONYM AND NAME UST FOR NCES DATA
SETS WITH USEABLE VOCATIONAL INFORMAT1012

CURRENT AND PROJECTED

Elementary and Secondary Education

1. ATI Courson*

L HSU Courson*

3. 47:NSTS (cu-sont)
4. NELS:SS (projected)

L NUI:72 Courson*
S. SASS Courson*

Adm'Alstrator and Teacher Survey

of High School and Bernd schools.
High School and Bsyond

1947 High School Transcript Study

National Education Longitudinal Sun*" 194S
Sooctod Followup. 1092

Ns.donal Longitudinal Sum y.1972
School and Slang Survey

'Replacement for Public School Survey.
Public School Survey and Survey of

Toachoes Demand and Shortage.

POSTSEC Postsecondary

1. BPS (projected)
2. SPED* OUROAQ

S. NPSAS Courson*
4. NSOPF (ourron*

GENERAL

Spinning Posioscondary Students (199?
integrated Postsecondary Education Data System

Replacoment for Highs( Education
(Unocal Inksmation Survey (HMIS)

National Postsicondary Student Aid Study
National Survey of Postsecondary Faculty

1. FRS$ Courson* Fast Response Survey System tot
National Ass...moat of Vocational Education
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APPENDIX S. HET CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA SETS

CONTAINING USEABLE VOCATIONAL DATA:

CURRENT 1 PROJECTED

DMa follcrerups Fo llowups
Bass Y. Completed Projected

AT& Norm None
I44 4

maim in:. tete

ettfOlitt 'Non.

k.; Ytk
4v.v
NELS:114/

1048

197314
71.79.

14

SASS/
1003

NSOPIN
11IN

*Ask`
19I,

None
v

Database Data Cdlection
Design Units

Cross.
..s

Long.

Principals, program heads,
Yost ad program bud,.
teactionK public & prIvne.

Sopb & Senior cohorts,
school admIntsuatom,
Mechem.

.:'Croat inedtutioni

,s

1090.02 Long.
94.06.9$

. -

None
'

-
.
Lino.

,
;.,:'

, . ;sks : s:. ''''''..s
r

Towbars:IL Long.
Others:
2-3 year cyls. Cross.

1992.04 -Cong.
9.

s:t

Magnin' for'
am. speolls.
Others: annual

,
194$ 0th graders. Parents.
toachers, admIntstratom
Area Vocational Schools
Supplemant k 1902.
If funded.

Students, admtnliiebaton,
,tpUnselore. '

:

,
Teachers school
athr.Intstrators.

Yollow-Up of students noted
NPSAS as starting pod-

', "secondary In 8340. Includes
proptletuy. is-Gm-2-

Cross.

year &)Arrior ccliagea.

Ineltudcns. public &
prima for pros &
non-prollt.

:tikat AT:;tfiiiis. 7: oeuscuilts&tneAudoi.::

..<

s's
, ' --)., <

° ;;..:, x,,QV < ;-`, 44-11:k )- r?srs,.rs k
tNr. < "")?* -

, lic:s 1.k..,^

TrionnIal
, .efr ..ft

Cron. InatItudons, Deparbnints.
Faculty

Noise "s°,' Stites

12

VocEd Related
Information

on ccw,s. studwits,
ounirn eunt. equIPment.
oommunky brmtvernent. sot.

.s.,

Student vocatIonr1 kends
actb4dea, secondary &
postnecondany. Verbal
quandtathe tests. Secondary &
postsecondary transcripts.

s1.soicioWy".
'Augmented tranacrIpt sant*
sborn iffridlCapped students.

Eng. limb. Soo Studs,. Sol
test scores. VocEd stud* mensochers.
Transcripts. Dotes on student
attitude. experiences. background.
expoctadon.

:Virtia1Airien-dbism tIts. Sawa &
setiKirichiractirto&cs, cocondaty

ss tchoit
. 4

\t'kr...,$, . ',-
Teacher dernand/shatags. 80421.
student. secondary VocEd teachers
characesdodos.

chaiaclidados.
-ot %toad kiatient$'- ,

smciDyenenfiedimalkinal outcome.
ofeccndiribansalpla.

j:z. s- s' ,
-

Enrolment In occupadonaty
icnic programs, completion data.

sub-baccalaureate Inedtudonal
eharacleriadce, dogmas by program.

inctelIng proniion=piokaudect it,Vek's
-educational lotlIng:4->4, e .

(I.J.VesZZ1\.,
Characteristics of Vocatkaal
and non-Vocadfonal Faculty.

"Allotadon of Perilini4A funds, by 's

state. Sao:cedar/ & pcatmcondary.
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APPENDIX C.
LACES DATA SETS WITH VOCATIONAL INFORMATION

BY LEVEL AND CATEGORY

Category

In 36

(stow ;.-ntEnrolimsnts,
Completions

Teaobitk
CietAr;
Rdngnistsalkti

Studentr
Panicipation br
Characteristics.

&AWE
Outcomes by
:Obiusolerisdca

k'

.

;:.<'3,kf:'..: .

4r.
. 1.1.7t

Students MIA
Cpecid Needs

Secondary

SASS

SASS

SAS,
AT I

ST:FISTS

HS&B Seniors
'bass year 1990

HSU Sophomores
'bow you 1940
lorlow-up 1942
'high school
tranoulpts, 1942

NELS:SS Second Followup,

1902 (k fundoc0

'AA consortpta

1,68.6 SO°4
'base Aar.'"

44$11 $096ornorm '-
144

idtcpw-oie
It.s.traimediptit

NL8.72
.

Iollcw-ups 1973.74,79
79,4

; ."

f:"s
A4. 4

$7:HSTI1

Postsecondary

WWI

WEDS

1PEDIR 5,

NSOPF

HS&B Seniors
'follow -ups 1912.1041
postsecondsry
transcript& 1966

HS&B Sophomores
loilow-ups 1914.54

'postsecondary
transcripts. 1967

NLS:71

'follow-ups 1973.74.71
79.14
'postst000ndary
transcript& 1061

NPSAS

pmitseoondaty ;7.

transet140;1961' ,
-ts

NPSA11 -3. ..41. vp, 1:Wt

, . 5$4,.."'t1 ,":,""v ',
7" (14. 4...t,7 4% \VC <
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'APPENDIX D.
PUBLICATIONS CONCERNING VOCED BY NCES DATA SET:

CURRENT AND POTENTIAL

(Entries In UINTA 2 are keyed to publIcaticmc APPondbt

DATA NCES POTENTIAL FOR

SET PUSS MALY MO

ELSEC NUS A4F.G.iij Seeondiry and
...... KIJA,P.IS Postsecondary transcripts,

Postoeccndary Financial Aid.
: i . ...-

,-
.

, -: , '2. `*
4,

.1_1%, (J.:.. ),' :),.
ATS so

...........L.....4,z, .,........
Survey°. Secondary ',Acid Me Noise
Voced program *edam 367-4207

NELS:S$ lata 10,a .Sconiiiikeedsridants entry , ; Jeff Oathge ; 7,-F;
collected Into wort Orp0ebsocidueation. , 3574777 .. .s: :
1292. , s' (NH Vocational &hail!, ; r,:: 'X's:is;

g. '- s, I
. ,

,
,;x" 1. **z- -

,,,, .,:<=, ...,. -.. - .:-.,
NLS:72 B,C,D.E.I. Secondary and Paula 1Cropper

N Postsecondary tre.%-xiptat. 357-0014

NCES CONTACT

Paula Kneppai

357-0214 ,

vv se^

Secondary a Postsecondary
vocational & nonvocaticeal
studont comparisons.

SASS %Data tapst
Aublirs'

evadable scs,, , Pozulobrgilitst

fP4 191.? : .30*-49.21

POltillee BPS Surrey WM have beginning first- Paula Knoppw

begins ems podwoondary students 357-4414

1006. In %imams! area&

WEDS GI drily Carpac4w ..:,-,
' vac* iivoliMerit, , . . 3574002 3, ' :- ::

. ", 's . ...:..; s . , $....4kN._,As.,':: -',,k. 'P.N.'
-17-,.:-:-,: ,'- . :.

: , :;;,..: ;,.i.::
, %., s 1..."..tk csi`4:.:.:Ads.': .

- , , <-,... -. s.. -..--&.ios. 4, Y .v. iSO

NPSA$ Y Analysts al Montilla/ Jowl Maar
vocadonal students'
Snuck, aid. persistanms.

t4SOPF Data tapiti Charaititair ns): .`^

, 'h
>ja

iraistle
, ,p'sWi

I,,; . S!: 23,..,

33VN#LI.k. ,
$ sssz 4.P:s.

OTHER FRS* Atranats analyses Fay Nash

357-4754

367-03.4

of administrative dale.

NOTE Various Department of Education Agendas and contractors have
produced publications and &Wpm using these data sets.
A sampling of these Is Included In Appencibt F.
NCES contacts can provide funher dela&

'Office of Research. Office of Educational Research and Improvement.
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APPENDIX I:
RECENT PlISUCATIONS

CONTAINING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION INFORMATION

National Center for Education Statistics: Tabulation Reports

A. COWIN! Taken in High School by Sadents In Dll *Int High School
Programs. (December. 1961)

S. Credits Earned by Field of Study and Level of Attainment or
Postsecondary Vocational Studonte mho were High School Graduates

In 1972. (ApiC. 1964
C. Credits tamed by Year and Level of Attainment for Palm:alder,

Vocational Students who were High School Graduates In 1972.

(A4IfIl. 11161)

0. Enrolment and Aid Status of Postsecondary Vocational Students who
were High School &ado** In 1972. (April. 195$)

E. Entry and Persistence of Postsecondary Vocational Students who
we High School Graduates In 1972. (Awl. 19611)

F. Field of Entry. Timing. and Completion for Post Boundary
Vocational Students who were High School Graduates in 1972.

(4. 1915$)
0. High School and Beyond Tabulation: Vocational Education Credits

Earned by 19110 High School Sophomores Who Graduated In 1992.

(My, 1964
H. :tigheat Education Degree Attained by 1072 High School Seniors by

tlex !tut Type of High School. and Type of Community. as of
Spring 19". (September. 1961)

I. Highest Educational Degree Attained by 1 ' High School Seniors by
Sex. Rau. Type of High School. and Type of Community as cd
Spring 1096. (September. 1961)

.1. FfIghut Educational Degree Attained by 100 High School Seniors.
by Six. Rue. Type of Community. and Type of High School. as of
Spring 1944. (September. 191111)

K. Highest Educational Dews* Attained by 1090 High School Seniors by
Sex. Race. Type of Community. and Type of High School. as cd
Spring 1966. (May, 1064

L Highest Educational Degree Attained by 1992 High School Seniors by
Sex. Ram Type of Community. and Type of High School. as cd
Axing 19611. (September. 1661)

M. Highs* Educational Degree AUlnod by 10110 High School
Sophomores. by Sex. Ram Type of Community. and Type of High
School. u of Spring 1996. (Deo. 191in

N. Rolle of 1072 High School Graduates who were Vocational Students
at Si. Postsecondary LAYSI. (March. 195$)

National Cents( for Education Statistics: Descriptive Ropoits

0. Directory of Lase- Than -2 -Year Postsecondary Schools. Volume 2.
1087-1N1. (November. 1064

P. Patterns d Partklpatlat in Secondary Vocational Education
1976-1962. NCES Bulletin. (August. 1964.

0. Secondary Vocation Education and Noma/Ilona! Education Teacher
(in Wel*
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APPENDIX I (CONT1:1UTED. PG. *

National Center for Education Statistics: Anshticni8900s

. Postsisocedary Institutions °tilting VccadoneffechnIcal Programs:

Analysis Findings from Nigh Scholl and Beyond (1040-191R.

(Septscreer. INS)
S. State Po Seim Concerning Vocational Education. (November. ten)

T. Undergraduate Financing of Postsecondary Education: A ROPOtt

V# 1967 NPSAS. (May. 190S)

National Cantor lor Education Statistics: Publications Expeded in 100$.

U. Characiertatics of the Teaching Fora
V. Enrolment. Completions. Attrition ... 011072 and 1900 High

School Graduates Enlacing Two-Yew Institutions
W. Faculty In Nigher Education: A Descriptive Report for the

1967411 National 'JIM*. Postssocedary Faculty (NSOPF)

X. Fa 1907 Enrodmont Occupationally SpscIlic Programs

Y. inst1bAlonal Policies and Practices Regard lag 'acuity

In Fight, Education.
Z. Prate of Arnorican Postsecondary Education institutions.
All Praia of lease- Than -2 -Year Postsecondary Insdtutces, 146847.

AS. Teacher Demand and Shortage (Tabutakod
AC. Trends In Federal Funds for Education (19110).
AC. TM Handicapped In Postsecondary Education (3 -Year. a- e:J and

Case- Than -2 -Year institutions). Nook Ideal
AE Podsecondary Vocational Education of 1960 High School Sonia,:

The do-Year ASSOCIA of Arts Degree. Puck 19614

A Sampling of non-NCES Publications using NCES Data Sets: Current

Bally. LE. Assessing the Vocational-Educadonat Decision-Jaidng
Patterns of Low SES Black Lies Nigh Wuxi kolas: A Test of Two Modals

(Maturity. Psychology. Ilincrides). PhD. Thesis. Berkeley: Univorohly
of California. 1084. (NSA

Boarisity. A.K. The Rotation ships Among Sell-Concept. Achievement.
and Ocaroafidrial Aspirations of Kph School Sonia Students. Ph.D.
?Melo. Moon. Ohio. Unhandy of Akron. 1004. NSW

Ugh. E. & Maw. C Overmlnants of Postsecondary Educational
Anakunent lor IWO High School Seniors'. Paper plowed lor he
American Statistical Association, Ns* *SUM AVM. OW (NSIUR

Demi. A. Sell-Discipline. Schools. and ihs Business Copt. 4 fir.
Wt oblivion. D.C.: Mamba( of Corn/norm al the U.S.. U..' t ;.-;,41)

First Interim Report tom the National AllelIalnlent al vatae.:el.rti
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